FAQ’s
What is NamasteChat?
NamasteChat is 128 bit end-to-end encrypted secure chat and social media app.


What is Vapor Chat?
Messages gets deleted once you read or send. The timer for deletion can be changed as
per your requirement which is available in settings.


Why should I use Vapor Chat?
Day to day communicated messages didn’t need to be stored forever. We didn’t need to
maintain record of small conversations. This way your storage problem gets addressed
too.


What is Normal Chat?
This is a common messaging where messages stay.


Can I type in preferred language?
Yes, you can type in your language by installing your language keyboard on an android
device.


What are the unique features in Namaste Chat?
Namaste Chat has many unique features like Vapor Chat, Groups of Large size, Polls &
Events can be conducted in Groups. Along with Chat Namaste has FEED and
CHANNELS where you are connected to Social Media on single platform.


How many language options do I have in NamasteChat?
Currently, we have 3 language options i.e. English, Hindi & Telugu. More will be added
shortly.


Can I switch language once selected?
Yes. You can do it by tapping on Settings > User Settings > Native Language to edit your
preferred language.


 What is Feed?
Feed is a place where you can share posts and connect with the people.

Who will see my posts in Feed?
All followers who are following.


How to follow a user in Feed?
For every post in Trending or Following on top right corner we have the option to follow
a user, on one click you can follow the user.


What is Trending in Feed?
Current popular posts which are widely commented, liked, shared will be in the Trending
feed.


What is Following in Feed?
All posts of following Friends and Friends of Friends will be shown in the Following
feed.


What is Channel?
Channel is a ‘Group’ for a Topic [like Cricket, Bollywood, or Plants or Pets] users
discussing and sharing content related to Group description.


 How to create a channel?
Tap on three dots at the top right corner in Channel > Create Channel > Choose Channel
Category > Enter Channel Name > Select Language > Select Channel Target Audiences
> Enter # Tags > Write Channel Description > and Select Channel Type
(Public/Private/Secret) >Add Profile Picture > Tap on Submit button to create Channel.

How to follow a user in Channel?
Go to Following tab in Channel, tap on “Follow” of a post to follow the user.


What is Trending in Channel?
Channels which are having highest followers and those Channels which are located as per
your given location will be in the Trending feed of Channel.


What is Following in Channel?
All posts of following friends and their friends will be shown in the Following feed of
Channels.
 Who will see my posts in Channel?
All followers who are following your channel can see.


What is Public and Private Channel?
Public Channel: Creating a Public Channel which will be visible to all and any one can
join and participate.
Private Channel: Creating a Private Channel which can be joined only on request or
invitation.


